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How to Use This Resource
is designed around a 5 day rotation. Each page is identified with a letter of the alphabet. This way,
no matter what day of the week the month starts on, you can go through the pages sequentially. There are 20 pages of math
and language arts skills for the January edition. It does not matter which day of the week you begin using this resource. As
you establish your morning routines, you will be able to gradually develop more independent behaviors using these daily
pages. The questions will increase in difficulty as they build upon previous concepts. Each CCS skill has an
identification number on the page for easy reference.
Reoccurring review has been built into this program too. If you look at the top of the sheets, you will notice a different icon
below “name” on each page. Pages with the same icon will apply the same focus skills with different questions. If you follow the
letter sequence, the students would practice editing sentences every 5th day.
Each month also includes informational reading selections. (See pages E, J, O, and T) This month features selections about Benjamin
Franklin. You may want to pull some of books about him to display in your room or chose a book to use as a read aloud. The children will be
excited to read more. Don’t forget to check out the bonus pages too! Use these to add some variety or save for your substitute folder.

This month’s skills include:
ELA

MATH



Informational Reading (RI.2.4, RI.2.6, RI.2.10)



Place Value Blocks (2.NBT.1)



Contractions (L.2.2)



Ways to Tell Time (2.MD.7)



Suffixes (L.2.4)



Word Problems



Editing Sentences (L.2.2)



Geometric Figures (2.G.1)



Sight Words (RF.2.3)



Counting Coins (2.MD.8)



Multiple Meaning Words (L.2.4)



Expanded Form (2.NBT.3)



Synonyms & Antonyms (L.2.5)

(2.NBT.9)

In the back you will find the Answer Keys. You might want to print one set in color, staple it together, keep close by for
convenient reference. You can also print in grayscale to save on ink while still enjoying the graphics.
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name

||||||||||||||||||

Describe the weather today:
clear overcast blustery raining snowing mild cold

Rewrite each sentence correctly. Possible mistakes: spelling, punctuation, capitalization, wrong homonym.

L.2.2

1. benjamin franklin was born on january 17 1706.

|||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||
|||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||
2. did you know he helpt pay for the first hospital in america



What’s That Number?

 don’t can’t won’t


doesn’t aren’t

L.2.2

we’ll they’re I’m

couldn’t

didn’t I’ll

1. are not = _______________________
2. did not = _______________________
3. will not = _______________________
4. I will = _________________________
2.NBT.1
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5. they are = _______________________
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A

name

||||||||||||||||||||

Write today’s month/day/year:

RF.2.3

Show twenty minutes

Sight Words

1. Who is in the _______________________ with you?

thought

2. Do you know ___________________ word to the song?

every

3. I ___________________ I put my homework in my backpack.

once

4. Ring the bell ______________________.

picture

after six.

Suffixes

Problem of the Day

Write the word that fits in each shape. Then color the box or boxes containing the suffix.

kindness

windy
handy
2.NBT.5

handy

softest

windy

kindness
softest

Todd read 32 pages on
Monday and 24 pages on
Tuesday. If his book has 70
pages, how many pages does Todd
have to read to finish the book?

A
B

2.NBT.9
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||||||||||||||||||||

Understanding Multiple Meanings

light
1. not heavy
2. pale color
3. to make bright
Directions:
Write the number that goes with the
meaning of the word.

Name the Figure



The mittens are light blue.

________



Could you please turn on the light?

________



My backpack feels light today.

________



I can’t see when the light is off.

________



Her hair is light brown.

________



Birds have hollow bones to make them light. ________

__________

cylinder pyramid

cone

L.2.5

Write S if the words are synonyms. Write A for antonyms.

_____________

cube

RF.2.4

Synonyms or Antonyms?

2.G.1

real

____________

How would you describe the temperature?

sphere

make-believe _____

rough uneven

_____

easy difficult

_____

first

last

_____

sum total

_____

begin start

_____

most least

_____
C
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name

||||||||||||||||||||

Ways to Show a Number

Count the coins on each mitten. Write the
amount in the blank. Color the mitten that
has more money.

Spell today’s month:

2.NBT.3
Standard

Expanded

Word Name

2.MD.8

40 + 3
29

fifty-seven
________₵

Adjectives:

________₵

61

An adjective describes a noun. Underline the adjective. Then use the code it explain what it describes.

1 - tells how many

The crying baby was hungry.

_____

2- tells how it feels

My friend lost two teeth yesterday.

_____

3- tells how is smells

Katie has a striped shirt.

_____

A giraffe has a blue tongue.

_____

The rotten eggs smelled awful.

_____

That is a huge candy bar.

_____

4- describes a pattern
5- describes a color
6 - describes a size
7- describes a sound
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L.2.1 L.2.6

D

||||||||||||||||||||

name

Date: _________________________________

RI.2.4 RI.2.6 RI.2.10

On January 17, 1706, another son was born to Josiah and Abiah Franklin. He was
their fifteenth child. They named him Benjamin. Like most parents, they dreamed
about what their child might become when they grew up. However, Ben’s parents
had no idea all that their son would accomplish in his lifetime. Benjamin Franklin
became an inventor, a scientist, an author, and one of the most influential men in
American history. His picture is even on the $100 bill!
As a young child, Ben taught himself to read and write when he was only seven
years old. He loved to read. He would borrow books from his neighbors and stay up
late at night reading. When Ben was eight, his parents sent him to school. However,
Ben failed math and often got in trouble. So after just two years, Ben was taken out of school to work
in his father’s candle shop.
Write 3 facts about Benjamin Franklin that you learned from reading this text.

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Answer Keys

name

||||||||||||||||||

Describe the weather today:
clear overcast blustery raining snowing mild cold

Rewrite each sentence correctly. Possible mistakes: spelling, punctuation, capitalization, wrong homonym.

L.2.2

1. benjamin franklin was born on january 17 1706.
Benjamin Franklin was born on January 17, 1706.
2. did you know he helpt pay for the first hospital in america

Did you know he helped pay for the first hospital in America?



What’s That Number?

 don’t can’t won’t

24

100

23

doesn’t aren’t

L.2.2

we’ll they’re I’m

couldn’t

didn’t I’ll

1. are not = aren’t
2. did not = didn’t
3. will not = won’t

37

4. I will = I’ll

118
2.NBT.1
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5. they are = they’re
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name

||||||||||||||||||||

Write today’s month/day/year:

RF.2.3

6 2 0
Show twenty minutes

Sight Words

1. Who is in the picture with you?

thought

2. Do you know every word to the song?

every

3. I thought I put my homework in my backpack.

once

4. Ring the bell once.

picture

after six.

Suffixes

Problem of the Day

Write the word that fits in each shape. Then color the box or boxes containing the suffix.

kindness

windy

handy

kindness

softest

windy

handy

Todd read 32 pages on
Monday and 24 pages on
Tuesday. If his book has 70
pages, how many pages does Todd
have to read to finish the book?

softest

2.NBT.5

A
B

2.NBT.9
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Understanding Multiple Meanings

light
1. not heavy
2. pale color
3. to make bright
Directions:
Write the number that goes with the
meaning of the word.

Name the Figure



The mittens are light blue.

2



Could you please turn on the light?

3



My backpack feels light today.

1



I can’t see when the light is off.

3



Her hair is light brown.

2



Birds have hollow bones to make them light. 1

cylinder pyramid

cone

cone

L.2.5

Write S if the words are synonyms. Write A for antonyms.

cylinder

cube

RF.2.4

Synonyms or Antonyms?

2.G.1

real

sphere

How would you describe the temperature?

sphere

make-believe A

rough uneven

S

easy difficult

A

first

last

A

sum total

S

begin start

S

most least

A
C
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name

||||||||||||||||||||

Ways to Show a Number

Count the coins on each mitten. Write the
amount in the blank. Color the mitten that
has more money.

Spell today’s month:

2.NBT.3
Standard

Expanded

Word Name

40 + 3

forty-three

29

20 + 9

twenty-nine

57

50 + 7

fifty-seven

61

60 + 1

sixty-one

2.MD.8

70 ₵

Adjectives:

65₵

An adjective describes a noun. Underline the adjective. Then use the code it explain what it describes.

1 - tells how many

The crying baby was hungry.

7

2- tells how it feels

My friend lost two teeth yesterday.

1

3- tells how is smells

Katie has a striped shirt.

4

A giraffe has a blue tongue.

5

The rotten eggs smelled awful.

3

That is a huge candy bar.

6

4- describes a pattern
5- describes a color
6 - describes a size
7- describes a sound
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L.2.1 L.2.6

D

☺

